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WESTERN KENTUCKY
HAS TOP NEWSPAPERS
The First congressional district of Kentucky has the State's two top weekly newspapers . . . the Union County Advocate, at
2dorganfield, and The Leader, at Princeton.
In fact, when prizes were awarded in the
annual Kentucky Press Association's several
contests, at the summer meeting of the newspaper folk at Mammoth Cave last week-end,
western Kentucky newspapers received so
many trophies and certificates of high merit
it was astonishing.
To the Munfords, our good friends at
Morganfield, hearty congratulations upon
winning the top award. We are proud to
have placed second to them, for they have
for many years produced the outstanding
small town newspaper in Kentucky, especially from a typographical standpoint. We
hope, ere long to capture this honor for ourselves but should this prove impossible, could
wish no better fortune than to be runner
up to these gentlemen who, with high ideals
and great pride in their profession, seek ever
and always to improve their newspapers.
and have succeeded so well.
In another principal competition, for
best editorial page honors, The Leader ranked first; which is, of course, a source of considerable satisfaction to the editor; for it is
one of the truisisms of the craft that there
is no newspaper of real merit but has a genuinely honest, courageous editorial page, reflecting the character and purpose of the
publication and its editor. The Hickman
County Gazette, at Clinton, edited by that
splendid young journalist-legislator, Harry
L. Waterfield, won second prize in this contest; the Lyon County Herald, Eddyville,
third.
In the best news story contest, won by
the Bardstown Standard, the Cadiz Record
took third prize; The Leader second.
The Lyon County Herald won honorable
mention in the best all-round contest besides
its third prize in the editorial page contest.
Last year's best all-around newspaper
was the Providence Enterprise, LaMarr
Bradley, editor; and this year, Editor Bradley took first place in the best front page
contest.
Thus it will readily be seen that this section's best newspapers are also the best in
Kentucky; a fact which we believe augurs
well for the future development of the Pennyrile and the Purchase.
•
Many years ago Maritte Holley, the
novelist, referred to a pleasure excursion as
a "pleasure exertion."

WOLF CREEK DAM
IMMENSE PROJECT
The Wolf Creek dam which is to be
constructed at a cost of $66,000,000 will be

The Stars And Stripes Forever
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one of the most immense projects ever undertaken in the United States.
In asking the Congress for an appropriation of $40,000,000 to enable the Ten-
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nessee Valley Authority to install new generating facilities, President Roosevelt said
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defense industries. This is separate from
the Cumberland river project on Wolf Creek
near Jamestown, Ky. This will cause a large
lake which will inundate a part of Burnside,
in Pulaski county.
The Cumberland river is almost a part
of the Tennessee river system and the valleys of the two appear, as the Cumbreland
approaches the Ohio near where the Gilbertsville dam is being built on the Tennessee, as
the valley of a single river.
The Cumberland river stars in Kentucky, touching Harlan and Bell and beginning its winding journey near the Trail of
the Lonesome Pine. From these scenes destined by nature to be peaceful, yet somewhat
disturbed recently by coal labor disputes, the
river winds through Kentucky, forms Cumberland Falls, then circles into Tennessee
within the curve made by the Tennessee
river.
The destinies of these two rivers, the
Cumberland and the Tennessee, must be very
similar and it is noteworthy that in the plans
announced by David Lilienthal for the TVA,
dams are proposed in the Hiwassee and the
Little Tennessee rivers, which are tributaries.
The Cumberland Valley Association and
the Upper Cumberland Chamber of Commerce have done much to awaken sentiment
for this development of the Cumberland river
and to promote its development in Washington.
This project, however, has come largely
from the recommendation of planning engineers and from the general program for the
control and development of waterways for
various purposes, including defense production of power. At any rate, the construction
will mean much to the region where the dam
(Lexington Herald)
will be built.
•
EYES ON THE GROUND
We have read a fanciful story of a young
Man w-ho-Once found $5 bill in The read, an
incident which proved to be his undoing.
From that time on he kept his eyes on the
ground as he walked.
During the next 30 years, he found
many articles in his path, and accumulated
$1.60 in silver coins, 22 pennies, 11,319 buttons, 27,301 pins, a hunched back, a miserly
character and a rotten disposition.
Drawing a moral from the yarn, the
writer points out that while finding these
things of little value, the young man lost the
glory of the sunshine, the smiles of friends,
the beauty of flowers, trees and blue skies.
A good many business men, he says, are
like that—keeping their eyes glued to the
ground and failing to see what is going on
around them, and adds:
"Some watch their competitors' prices
and sales so intently that they lose all perspective about their own business. Some are
so anxious about making and squeezing a
dollar today that they do not forsee the development of tomorrow. Others are so intent
on finding fault that they never find life.
"From year to year, these business men
pick up buttons and pins from the ground,
while their more alert brothers pick business
plums from the trees, and at the same time
take a part in community development, with
their eyes on tomorrow instead of yesterday."
•
"As an editor I make no apology for
suggesting to advertisers that they advertise. When we have no advertising, you will
have po business. When you have no business, there will be no free enterprise. And
when there is no free enterprise, democracy
will have perished here as it has perished in
Europe." (Grove Patterson, Toledo Blade)
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
Pennyriler went traveling last
week . . . to Lexington for commencement at the University of
Kentucky (picking up material for
the State magazine), then to Mammoth Cave, for the Kentucky Press
Association meeting, then to southern Kentucky, to see the country
which shortly will be inundated by
the waters of the Cumberland
river, backed up by the new Wolfe
Creek Dam, a U. S. Army project
to produce more electric power and
to give additional flood control.
•
Beautifully wooded hills in Metcalfe, Adair, Pulaski, Green, Russell counties present lovely picture;
but the soil is not Kentucky's most
fertile and owners of this land, in
large majority, have welcomed improvements which the dam will
bring—its large payroll, new roads
and bridges made necessary, and
prospect of new industries.
•
In Pulaski county, I was told by
Cecil Williams, State rural highway commissioner, $4,500,000 will
be spent for roads and bridges, in
eonnection, with -the-big dam
This part of the'job'is already unl
derway throughout the whole section, with bids asked on contracts
for roads and bridges .. . So, now
southern Kentucky, in the central
portion and in the western end, has
two huge governmental dam projects . . . and will, in addition to
flood control, more power, good
roads and bridges, many thousands
on payrolls and other numerous assets, gain giant recreational areas
which will attract millions of tourists and more millions of outside
dollars.
•
Visiting in the lovely home of
Editor and Mrs. Edward Hamlett
at Columbia, Pennyriler and his
"boss" saw the picturesque county
seat of Adair county from atop one
of those green wooded hills where
the new Hamlett domicile perches
... and were delighted and solaced,
after stress of travel, in what undoubtedly is the most attractive
living room I've seen in years, replete with fine old furniture, the
collection of which is avocation of
Editor Hamlett, of the Adair County News.
•
Driving more than 700 miles
over Kentucky highways last week,
Pennyriler was convinced this is to
be record tourist year for the State
... More out-of-State licenses were
observed on cars touring highways
and byways, even thus early in the
season, than in any other period
of double this time . . . And Mammoth Cave had a gain of 107 percent in visitors during May, 1941,
over the same month last year ...
At no place did we strike a detour,
except around the ShelbyvilleFrankfort construction project, on

By G.

P.

U. S. 60, and then we drove on
smooth black-faced roads in perfect comfort ... tho there is danger in too much speed on the winding route between Defoe and
Frankfort, State Road No. 37.
•
A beautiful folder containing
more than 100 pictures in rotogravure, the newest (May, 1941)
State Highway map, an explanation by Highway Commissioner J.
Lyter Donaldson and an invitation
from Gov. Keen Johnson to visit
Kentucky, is in general distribution
now . . . The best single piece of
Kentucky publicity, in the opinion
of many, ever produced by and for
the State.
•
Of the first 100,000 copies of
this 64-page booklet printed, more
than 98,000 had been sent out, in
the initial distribution last Friday
morning . . . and requests were
pouring into Mr. Donaldson's office
at such a rate as to indicate a
million copies will be necessary to
do the summer's job . . . Half a
million are now on order ... Kentucky is going to penefit very_
largely. by this bit of GOOD publicity, and to Governor Johnson
and Commissioner Donaldson
should go much credit.
•
Leader is conducting a house-tohouse survey, to ascertain how
many families in Princeton and
Caldwell county are taking newspapers, which papers they get, whether they are paying ANYTHING for
their papers or are getting them
free, and other such information
. . . Circulation claims are not
worth much but facts revealed by
a pains-taking survey should prove
highly interesting to local and national advertisers.
•
"Bona "fide 'newspaper circulation," as defined by the Kentucky
Statutes, is "a circulation consisting of subscribers residing in
the
said county and municipality
who
subscribe for and actually pay for
their subscriptions. The term
shall
not be construed to include
any
newspaper whose circulation OR
ANY PART THEREOF is
distributed free of cost to persons
receiving the said newspaper" . .
. It is
the opinion of the
Pennyriler,
based upon fairly conclusive
evidence, that the Leader has
THE
ONLY bona fide
circulation in
Princeton and Caldwell county,
as
well as THE LARGEST
distribution in the county.
•
A visit to these
but delightful little old-fashioned
county seats
will be well repaid for
there is unending delight in the
variegated
green of the countryside
and, if
you like people, heart
warming
Pleasure in finding so many
homey
folk who will give you
welcome,
comfort and good cheer.

Money Talks
By Frederick W. Stamm
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AFTER THE WAR—WHAT?

United States.
Jack Stinnett
In the Office of Productkin
Associated Press Feature
Management, officials will tell
Washington — Because of the
that reduction in the manucrush of sensational day-to-day you
facture of automobiles, ice boxes
From square root to iambic news, practically nothing is heard
and other products using steel
pentameter is a long way—but about it, but government officials and aluminum not only has its
and more attenmore
giving
are
Alice Duer Miller, New York auaspect but its post-war
tion to post-war economic blue- defense
aspect as well. Defense naetak
thor, has covered the distance prints.
now for defense
with glory.
As yet there is no overall plan. are conserved
future demand for
a
uses—and
Al a college girl she "majored
such
in
frequently
up
But it crops
In math" and dreamed of being statements as "big government is cars, ice boxes and such is being
a mathematics professor. Today here to stay"—"don't get the idea built up that will go far, it is
MEDITERRANEAN
she is the author of that rare that defense jobs are temporary hoped, toward taking up the postSEA
bird, a best selling poem "The jobs"—and the remark of Philip war slack.
This kind of double-barreled
White Cliffs" — of which more Reed, priorities consultant, before
than 100,000 copies have already the National Association of Man- reasoning is being applied to al350
been sold. The work has been ufacturers: "I suspect the war most every economic defense
MILLS
example of it is
bought by the movies.
will advance several decades the move. Another
Between the mathematical and Twentieth Century trend away the nation - wide civilian pilot
poetic eras in Mrs. Miller's life from liassezfaire and toward eco- training program. The thought is
lie years of productive writing, nomic integration and industry- only partially to provide a backconducted in as business-like a wide planning under government log of pilots with elementary
TRANS
training who can move on into
manner as any mathematical cal- supervision."
JORDAN
Just ah imporculation.
And almost every government the army or navy.
Alice Duer was born in New department that is working on tant is the creation of thouhanda
York in 1874, made her debut defense efforts is trying to match of potential buyers for our vastlywith the daughters of other so- its defense plans with a plan for expanded airplane factories.
• • •
Arrows indicate approximate mileage from German bases in Crete and Syria to cial register families in the days an after-the-war "return to nor: Washington Gossip
when they danced the lancers. matey."
British cities along the Egyptian coast and the Suez area. Alexandria was bombed, the
There have been no detailed
• • •
British reported, and more than 100 persons were killed. Alexandria is within a two-hour Then she tired of the social whirl
plans because the future is too
and entered Barnard College.
As OPM Sees It
bomber range of Crete and Syrian air fields.
(Associated Press Telemat)
But already there is
She had been scribbling stories
In agriculture's scheme for in- uncertain.
gilt-edged intrigues of a suffering for years, but nothing had come creased production of wartime talk of vast public works projects
spirit they seemed to have acworld, but did. It concerns his of them. Now in the midst of her necessities, the emphasis on build- —perhaps a great system of suquired in the last year. They have
she whizzed ing up milk and egg production, per-highways, bigger reclamation
adventure with "the Nine," and heavy schedule—for
built up a slight "You can't beat
projects even than Grand Coulee,
through four years of college in
us" attitude and when a band
at the end bursts in a highly three—she began to write again. for example, is not on increasing Boulder, Bonneville, and a nathe number of cows and chickens,
beats them, they invariably holler
colored and probably unforgett- Her stories sold and helped pay
but on feeding for greater pro- tion-wide overhauling of housing.
"Why?" . . . Which ain't bad at
able climax. And it reads with college expenses.
duction. The department's guar- So far, this is only Washington
By John Selby
all when it comes to taking blue
Before she could realize that antee on "floors" on prices of cer- conservation, but the fact that it
ribbons and cash in return for WIN411•1mInfttIMWMONWOMMOIMMIO.1141M1 such speed that (as Mr. Lettingmathematics professor dream, she tain wanted products extends is conservation is significant.
you
intended)
doubtless
well
performance.
The one phase of the picture
married handsome young Henry
SOME SUMMER FICTION
reach the end too soon and hope Wise Miller and accompanied him only one to two years—the period that is not clear is employment_
these
that
now
estimated
is
it
LORETTA ASHLEY, with a
Albert Leffingwell, who has that you may meet Mike again.
to Costa Rica, where he went to products will be needed by a Something apparently is happenpretty smile and added niceties written a great deal of advertisplant rubber. There she wrote world at war or by a world that ing in the labor market that the
You may, too. (Holt: $2.50)
shared the beauty spotlight with
ing, a number of mystery novels , Some experience of Cape Cod her first book. After their return returns suddenly to peace with defense planners didn't figure on,
Fulton's queen, whose band, invarious pseudonyms, and inclines me to doubt that it real- to New York and the birth of no prospect of immediate produc- In spite of the fact that produccidently, whacked Butler outta under
ly is the homey, warmish, serene their only son, Mrs. Miller went tion in other lands between the tion activity is greater than in
the winner's ring . .. She wasn't at least one saleable sonnet, now
1929—that 1,500,000 men or more
place that Sara Ware Bassett to work in earnest, encouraged
first but as many people looked has to offer an international adseems to think it is. But Miss Bas- and stimulated by her husband, turban topping her iron gray are under arms — labor experta
at her as the winner and as many venture novel which is excellent.
and the big two unions estimate
sett's Belleport novels are dedi- who is now a New York stock hair.
people wouldn't have known the "Nine Against New York" conIdeas sparkled through that unemployment still is from six to
cated to the proposition that the broker. She locked herself in a
difference in the two if it hadn't cerns the adventures of one Mike
little differ- "secret office" in town and wrote conversation and especially talk nine millions. The explanation
Pope, newspaperman, who has no tourists have made
been designated.
of ghosts. "I believe the human given is that women and young
Currents" is an daily from nine till one.
particular desire to mix into the ence, and "Cross
Result of that system was a lot testimony concerning ghosts is men, attracted by defense wages,
excellent example of that series.
PRINCETON PANORAMA
Miss Bassett is so experienced a of successful books and serials, too strong to be ignored," she have left their kitchens or schools
Kids who have kept troublesome
naval reserve routine fine, that romancer that you come to be- including "The Charm School," said. "In countries older than to take employment. These were
textbooks in college lockers for
his chief worry was who could be lieve a bit, and to enjoy greatly, "Manslaughter," "The Reluctant our own everybody has seen and not heretofore considered in the
three months dashing about Main
courtin' his pretty gal-friend, the conflict of Robin and his Duchess," "Forsaking All Oth- accepts ghosts. The reason that labor market.
street in the biggest of hurries to
If this is true, and these young
Imogene Chandler, while he brother, and the helpfulness of ers and "Gowns by Roberta," what they report is convincing is
renew things where they left off
slaved to serve his native soil ... Sabina Baxter and her delectable some of which have been adapted because there is no wish thought men and women stay in the labor
last autumn . .. among them nice
behind it to see the ghost." (There market after the war is over, it
Return of J. E. Crider's heart beat daughters. Doubleday, Doran: $2. to stage and screen.
ones I never knew before . . .
may present a very difficult prob"Mathematics helps me a lot in is one in "The White Cliffs."
Barre Lyndon's "Sundown" is
from Nashville put a tack in
Betty Lee Blackburn, fresh from
Mrs. Miller's busy schedule has lem.
somebody's cushion . . . which at the opposite pole. It is set in my writing," she told me when
Hoptown's Bethel and radiating a
a
brought
halt
to
the
dinner parwon't hurt at all if a certain Africa, where for the purposes of we chatted recently in her New
ties which she used to give. She
mysterious energy supply all thru
unlucky gal doesn't sit down in Mr. Lyndon's book a small group York apartment. "It forces you
the day . . . Catherine Joiner,
on
small buffet dina certain chair again . . . Helen of whites is living against the to concentrate and to think concentrates
ners, because they are "easier to
seemingly quiet and good natured
Hopper and Bill Presler are smil- murky background of the whis- straight. It also makes you clear
handle if guests send regrets."
as well as pretty at hasty first
ing at each other off the Princess pering desert—and so on. The na- in your statements. And it teachBut she takes time for her one
impression ... Crit Lowery, back
Shoppe routine and before sum- tive "telegraph" works mysteri- es: 'When you have a thing,
hobby—baseball. She is an arfrom Vandy, and looking doctormer's exit will be regular daters ously, and (as you may have stop.'"
ish ... James Guess, hailing from . . Pete Cavanah sailed in for guessed) the whole thing will be
"The White Cliffs" Is the story dent Giant fan and sees every
T.P.I., as cheerful and likeable a short stay last week and drama on the screen shortly. Stokes: $2. of an American girl who marries possible game.
cuss as saunters Main . . . Then was heavy in the Collier-CavaAccording to the rental library an Englishman, loses him in the
John Keeney, Murray's short nugh skit . .. Ten rounds and no people in my neighborhood, west- World War, and faces the pros- Base Thief
haired pride, back for awhile and decision . . . Pardon, "Redhead" erns are now a drug on the mar- pect of losing her son in the
Tulsa, Okla. (dP)—In this southgrowing a noticeable head stub- _Satterfield. how did I _know your ket. But somebody must read present war. It balances English western baseball center the cops
na name was Mildred Francis? Add them, for they are being pub- virtues against English faults and go after
ble -probibly becuz ma and -fellows who stole bases.
don't like the style of his collidge, Joiner-Gregory to rose strewn lished right and left. Now there ends with the words "But in a They're hunting the guy
who
hair trim.
is one by the late Dane Coolidge world where England is fin:shed filched the first, second and third
path, currently.
called "Bear Paw." Mr. Coolidge and dead, I do not wish to live." base sacks from the Dawson semiMEMOS OF MAIN STREET:
KONGRATS LILLIAN SMITH was distinguished for a number Its success has interrupted the pro team between games.
Gene Rice is Main street's latest on this week's transformation to of things, among them accuracy mathematical precison of Mrs.
and sorest loss, having trekked Mrs. Childress and we're more of background and credibility of Miller's schedul e, for it has
to Greenville to live with her than envious of New York's gain incident in his stories. "Bear brought a flood of letters and infamily after many pleasant years of you ... But nevertheless, many Paw" is good Coolidge. (Dutton' vitations to lecture.
The day I saw her, she was
here . . . Note from Everett Wil- happy returns for a serious deci- $2) And in "Red Clarke Takes a
son explained after brief intro- sion n ade among roses in your Hand," Red dispenses western trimly frocked for her next enduction to effect he was liking garden Tuesday morning . .. And justice with speed, some humor, gagement in a black costume,
may the wreathed milestones be and a lot of violent action. (Dou- whose pink rose boutonniere
matched the petalled edge of the
bleday, Doran: $2)
numerous.
Dy ADELAIDE KIER
(AP Feature Service)
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WPA Funds Suffer
Cut; Agency 'Not
Permanent Service'

Report Shows How
Loan Agency Serves
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Rifles, BB Guns
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Emergency Employment Rolls To Be
Reduced By 359,000
Persons
(By the Associated Press)
Washington—A reduced relief
appropriation of $885,905,000 for
next year was approved by the
Rouse Appropriations Committee
which voted also for retention of
present restrictions on WPA,such
as that forbidding employment of
aliens.
The total was $95,000 below
what President Roosevelt recommended for the 12 months beginning July 1, and was 35 percent lower than the current fund.
The committee said the cut would
necessitate a reduction in WPA
employment from an average of
1,.300,000 this month to 941,315 in
July or August.
In addition to trimming WPA's
request the committee allocated
00,000,000 of the total to the
Agriculture Department for extension of the food stamp plan,
and called for a $10,000,000 cut in
the $50,000,000 fund now available to WPA for paying wages
higher than usual relief wages to
workers on defense projects.
The committee gave "hearty
commendation" to contribution of
the WPA defense training program which it said had enabled
more than 30,000 workers to fit
themselves for private jobs.
President Roosevelt and Howard 0. Hunter, WPA commissioner, had proposed a series of
revisions in the relief law, including removal of the ban on
employment of aliens and the requirement that persons on the
rolls for eighteen months be dismissed to make room for others.
Rejecting these suggestions, the
committee said:
"The WPA is not a permanent
service. It is an emergency activity for the temporary relief of
unemployment. Every sound reason to reduce it and every restriction that will operate to prevent abuse should be availed of."
The committee reduced this
year's $44,500,000 for WPA administrative expenses by $9,034,000, or 20 percent and refused to
place WPA administrative employes under civil service.

Alice, Where Art Thou?

Richard E. Meier
Henderson, June 11—Richard E.
Meier, president of Interstate Finance Corporation of Kentucky,
made public today a detailed report of the corporation's business
the last year. It reveals wide use
which residents throughout the
Commonwealth have made of the
lending agencies operating under
the Kentucky Small Loans Act.
In a brief summary of the lengthy report, Mr. Meier stated: "The
people of Kentucky have come to
the offices of Interstate Finance
Corporation with many kinds of
financial problems and opportunities. In this survey of thousands of loans, there are 20 different stated reasons for borrowing amounts from ten to three
hundred dollars. Principal purposes for loans include a high
percentage of borrowers who
used the money to pay past-due
obligations. Others borrowed to
finance medical, dental and hospital expenses.
A large number of borrowers
applied for loans to purchase cars,
household equipment and other
capital assets.

Kingwood, W. Va.(P)—A Preston county selective service registrant has found a new use for
his registration card, but he may

Frankfort, June 11—Shooting
robins, bluebirds, catbirds, woodpeckers, and other song and insectivorous birds with BB guns,
air rifles, or other weapons is a
federal offense bringing a maximum sentence of $500 in fines, six
months in jail, or both, according
to information received by S. A.
Wakefield, director of the Division of Game and Fish from the
Fish and Wildlife Service, United
States Department of the Interior.
With summer vacations under
way, youngsters are apt to take
out their BB guns or airrifles to
do a little pot shooting at song
birds in the neighbor's garden or
in the nearby woods, Wakefield
said, and parents are urged to
warn their children not to shoot
the feathered creatures.
Aside from the fact that song
birds make a garden or farm
more attractive, they are economically important.
Many birds are beneficial because they eat insects that otherwise would be injurious to plants
and crops.
Birds may be given credit as
one of the greatest controlling
factors in limiting development of
insect pests and in preventing
many disastrous outbreaks.

It All Depends
On Car, We'd Say
Westport, Conn. (113)—Tenor J.
Melton collects old cars, has models ranging from 1902 to 1912, including a steam-driven fire engine.
He was delighted when he received a letter from a gentleman
saying, "I was so pleased with
your concert last night that I'm
sending you my old car to add to
your collection."
In a few days the "old car" arrived—a 1933 model.

Culture On Wheels

Robin Moor Captain

Running low on gasoline and
money at the same time, he persuaded a filling station operator
to advance him a tank of gasoline
and to keep the registration card
as collateral.
"And as yet," says the garageman, "he hasn't redeemed the
card, but I'm not worried because I know sooner or later he's
going to want it badly."
The draft board agrees.

Loaf Shortage
Seen In Georgia
Milledgeville, Ga. (R)—Loafers
of Baldwin county have been
warned—in black and white--to
go to work or go to jail.
Sheriff William L. Harrison is
cracking down, serving advance
notice in this newspaper advertisement:
"Beginning today we are going
to check up on you who are loafing, and if you cannot prove you
have a job, you will be given a
chance to get one. If you do not
go to work you are going to jail,
charged with vagrancy. This applies to women as well as men.
Sitting around waiting is no excuse."
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Ready For Winter

He Hopes At Last
To Go To Sea

Richmond, Va. (.43)— During a
recent heat wave, E. C. Barrett,
Jr., reported to police, someone
broke into a storage locker on
North Plum street and stole an
electric fan—and a pair of ice
skates.

Aberdeen, Wash.(W)—Mailman
The capital of West Virginia
Louis Kaifer soon will be pounding decks instead of sidewalks, was located at Wheeling from
fulfilling an ambition of pre- 1863 to 1870 and from 1875 to
1885.
World War days.
He tried unsuccessfully to get
.
9 1e11
.
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.
.
1191
1 001
.
.
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into the Navy then but had to be r
content with the Army. He served
nine months overseas and that
was "all right" but soon after he
got back, he joined the Naval Reserve and has attended sessions
constantly for 16 years.
At 47, he has passed a physical
exam with flying colors and as a
chief store-keeper soon will enter
active service with his outfit at
San Francisco. The oldest man in
the contingent, he ranks A-1 with
the men.
"I've always wanted to be in
the Navy and it looks like this is
it," he said.
Unless he gets a shore station.
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The Boyle County Firm
reau has bought a Portable
dipping tank.
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Charged with stealing $50
his employer to finance his
moon, Charles Keer, 25, of
Arbor, Mich., was convicted
sentenced to prison for 3 ye

500-M111IND
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MAIM! ROSE. Co-Wieser With Floyd
Devi, in be 500-Mile Indianapolis
Race May 3046. Averaged 115.117
Miles per Hoer as Firestone GessDipped Ere. Witlieet a Tire Ohmage
ee Tire Treeble of 'Any Kind.

VLASHING down the straightaways at
1..speeds as high as 160 miles an hour,
Mauri Rose streaked to victory in the 1941
Indianapolis Sweepstakes without a tire
change. 500 miles of grinding, pounding,
torturing speed — and not one tire failed!
Here's proof of safety — proof of blowout
protection — proof of endurance — proof of
tire superiority backed not merely by claims,
but by PERFORiviANCE1 For;2 consecutive

years all the winning drivers in this
classic of speed and endurance have dri
to victory on Firestone Tires. Why? Beta
race drivers know that their very lives de
upon the safety of their tires. They ha
made it their business to know how tiret
built. And they know that the patent
construction features found only in Fires
Tires provide the extra strength an
durability necessary to safety and vic

The same super-safety and dependability that
are
bui!t intp Firestone Tires for the speedway Del,
built into the new Safti-Sured Firestone
Champion Tires for the highway. Both
pate
Safti-Sured against blowouts by the Both
Safety-Lock Gum-Dipped cord body.
Safti-Sured for longer wear by the end
Profit
new Vitamic rubber compound.
the experience of famous race dmth
Equip your car today with a set of T
new Firestone DeLuxe Champion
— the world's first and only tires
are Safti-Sured.

your response
I desire to thank you whole-heartedly for
behalf for reinto the petition which was circulated in my
However, your
statement as teacher in Butler High School.
none refusing
petition signed by 326 citizens (comparatively
considered. I regret
to sign) had no TIME and PLACE to be
so little rethat your efforts in my behalf were apparently
spected.
These are some of the facts in the case:

2. Board member, Mr. Sam Koltinsky also stated that
I had recourse for reinstatement through personal
appearance before the Board, or by petition.

And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
.. . Prices will oonform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.

3. Supt. of City Schools, Mr. Everett Howton sakd to
me on May 31st that he would find out from his
Board and report back to me their attitude toward
my reinstatement. "Let's see," he said. "Today is
Saturday. I will let you know Monday or Tuesday
of next week." I immediately responded that any
petition would be withheld until I heard from him.
The "next week" came and went. No response.
Hence, the petition the afternoon of June 9th, and

I

E
.!
I

Williams Service Stati
Rowland Motor Co.
LIBERAL
ALLOWANCE
ON YOUR

OLD TIRES
T. R. Feagon, Fredoni

OM* ht TODAY!

part of the 10th.
But, alas! On the night of June 10th when a delegation
of citizens was "peacefully assembled" at the door of the
Board of Education's Council Chamber, for a "redress of
grievances," darkness was therein. The chamber dour was
locked.

i
I

Chairman, Mr. Towery was later called over the telephone. His reply in substance to direct questions were:

esti,- Stereo,

Tull. X I.U7I
Ale

•
11

re

1. We met Friday night.
'

2. Yes, we then filled the vacancy.
The foregoing is a presentation of facts to which I think
you are entitled. I am sorry Walter Towery, Sam Koltinsky, and Supt. Howton misled us. Petitions, even though they
are instruments of Democracy, are not always desirable, yet
they are permissable.
Respectfully submitted,

Write
TURNER MILAN,
Assistant Manager,
For Reservation

Sold By...

Board
1. Chairman, Mr. Walter Towery of the City
of Education, assured me that no one had been
elected in my stead. He further stated that his
Board was scheduled to meet on June 10th, regular monthly meeting.

Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service

K. R. CUMMINS
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Parents And Taxpayers, Citizens Of 1
The Princeton City School District:

--New York -(W)Alice -Frost, a
Aar of the Big Sister radio serial,
is a quick thinker.
The script called for her to
pace back and forth. Planks were
laid on the floor and a microphone set beside them. Alice
slipped and fell. Her face stopAbout 60 percent of Egypt's
ped right in front of the floor
microphone. She continued her agricultural population has holding of less than an acre.
speech.

All persons knuwing
Indebted to the estate ut the
William Standard, will
come forward and settle
tore July 1st, 1941.
Any one having churn
'
the estate will present
properly proven by said
C. M. Wood, Extra*

FIRESTONE Tugs

YOU DON'T
HAVE TO
BUY AN
I
1
N.
ATIO
IMIT

Edmonton, Alta. (A')—A street
car library will begin operating
in Edmonton in September. Old
No. 14, out of use two years, will
be reconditioned, its seats removed and shelves installed for
2,000 books. The tram library
will visit outlying districts and
'park' while the motorman leaves
the car in care of a librarian.

Executor's Notice
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Old Things Are Best,
Two Women Agree

Patty Berg Has Card Worth Showing

Americus, Ga. (4')—.Mrs. T. H.
McGillis thinks she haa. quite a
record to offer. She has just finished the 59th winter during
which she was warmed by the
tame coal heater.
Fill Point, Ga. (1P)—When the
little lady demands a new dress,
tell her about Mrs. W. A. Land,
who has a black and white print
dress she has been wearing from
time to time for the last 25 years.
Not because she didn't have other
le, Tenn --The Tenne*- dresses, she explains, but
just beannounced
Authority
01
she likes this one.
able to speed cause
be
will
gat A
so
ea of Kentucky Dam
will be cumpleted in the
a full year ahead
sie, adding 160,000 know iotheed power capacity,
complete 9-foot chan!irrigation, and more than
• the present flood concapacity of the TVA

Good Manners—
True Or False
In a 4-H Club circular of the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture and Home Economics, boys an dgirls are asked
to check as true or false the
following:
It is good manners to chew
gum in public.
A boy should rise when he is
Introduced to • girl.
A girl should stand when an
elderly woman enters the room.
Lack of consideration for others is bad manners.
It is permissible to whisper
when someone is talking.
A whole slice of bread is buttered at one time.
The knife and fork are placed
across the plate when the meal
Ii finished.
The spoon is dipped toward
you when eating soup.
Attracting attention by loud
talking or laughing is to be desired.
Good manners is largely consideration for others.

Nutrition-Health
Conferences Held

Barry Bingham
Honored By U. of K.

County Councils
Named In State To
Stress Work

Called by the Kentucky Nutrition Committee for national defense for the week of June 2-7
were district conferences "to mobilize energies of everyone to improve health and nutritional
status throughout the State." At
th0 conferences county councils
re formed to Resume responsibility. Among things discussed
Bane Bloghem
•
wire functions of councils, school
Barry Bingham, Louisville, Ky.,
Ideiches and other aspects of the
president and pnaisher of the
NUtrition-health problem.
Among speakers were Dr. Static Courier -Journal. and Louisville
Erikson, chairman of the Ken- Times, owner of radio station
By Morgan M. Beatty
at
tucky committee and head of the WHAS, philanthropist, civic leadyearn saving in time
AP Feature Writer
University of Kentucky home er, and at present in active inililie will be accomplished
Washington —Since Crete and
etkonomics department; Miss Myr- tary Service at the Great Lakes
lay increase in coat of the
Bismarck-Hood episodes the
tle Weldon, State leader of home Naval Training Statio n, was
' and in addition one airmen and the blue
water sailors
Patty Berg (left), of Minneapolis, lead qualifiers for the Wodemonstration work to rthe Ken- awarded the Algestion Sydney
'aerator than originally who
have been arguing air power men's Western Open golf tourney at Cincinnati, 0., and showed her
tucky College of Agriculture and Sullivan medallion for qualities
sill be installed without vs. sea power
really are sputter- card—bearing four birdies and an eagle—to Mary Wall, of MenomiHome Economics, and Miss Flor- of outstanding leadership and
esticost
original
the
ing.
nee, Mich., (right). Patty's card tallied 71; Mrs. Wall's 80.
ence Imlay, nutrition specialist citizenship at the 14th annual
11 05,000,000, the AuthorFor Crete and the Bismarck(Associated Press Telemat)
for the college. Home demonstra- commencement exercises at the
ment said.
Hood encounters prove—if they
Barley and the first cutting of tion agents for the hostess coun- University of Kentucky, Friday
Darn will have five
chaperoned a party of young peoprove anything—that there sim- timate advantage, anyway.
alfalfa made good crops in Adair ties were chairmen of the meet- night, on Stoll Field on the Unikilowatts
32,000
of
ply isn't any argument any more. And there's something in that ple on a picnic Saturday night. county, despite the drouth. Both ings.
versity campus. The award was
asek.instead of the four
no "versus" about it. The argument. All the experts admit Among those attending were Eva are new crops to some farmers in
There's
The meetings were as follows: made by Acting President Thomscheduled. Its generatdeCharles
Smith,
Fern
Morris,
advantage
the
had
Germans
tvh, arms are csmplementary. the
that county, and both give prom- Mountain district at Pikeville, as P. Cooper.
Skees.
city will include 90,000 And it took
two battles, running in Crete in the long run, simply wis and Charles
Students receiving the award
ise of doing much for the agri- Mrs. Dorris K. Wheeler in charge,
visBates
Mrs.
and
Orville
of primary power, conMr.
their
all
bring
could
because. they
simultaneously, to show it.
culture, says County Agent R. B. with Bell, Boyd, Breathitt, Har- given annually to the outstanding
available energy, which
Ladd
Tilford
Mr.
Mrs.
ited
and
spots
three
•
• •
power to bear on the
Rankin.
lan, Greenup, Johnson, Perry and senior man and senior woman on
exceptionally valuable beSunday.
To the objective experts who on Crete where they knew the
Hardin county farmers have Pike counties represented; Blue- the University campus were Jean
lucky is at the western
visited
Pickering
Mrs.
Roger
followed both of these battles two enemy was going to be—the three
ordered 4,817 tons of superphos- grass district at Lexington, Miss Marie McConnell, Danville, Ky.;
the TVA system and its
airports. But, the experts also Mrs. Glenn Owens one day last phate this year, or about 1,000
things stand out:
Ruth Latimer in charge, and and William Nunn Lipscomb, Jr.,producticn will help to
week.
1. The British lost Crete pri- agree that the Germans would
tons more than were used last Boone, Bourbon, Boyle, Camp- Lexington.
sew generation coming in
ChiHunsaker,
Miss
Angeline
In presenting the award to Mr.
year, when the county ranked bell, Clark, Fayette, Garrard,
marily because all three fighting have found themselves all tanastern end of the system.
cago, is visiting relatives here.
second in Kentucky. Hardin Jessamine, Kenton, Lincoln, Mad- Bingham, President Cooper outarms of the British Empire did gled up for many days or weeks
will
Kentucky
n of
county also was near the top in ison, Mason, Mercer, Rockcastle, lined the publisher's career briefnot stick together. The air arm if the R.A.F. fighters had met
last link to the standard
them at the front door, and kept
the use of limestone last year.
fight
to
of
tried
out
Crete,
pulled
and South Madison. North Cen- ly as "Graduate of Harvard,
channel extending the enfrom Alexandria. That left the at close quarters.
Kentucky's commercial wheat tral district at Shelbyville, Miss magna cum laude; president and
mile length of the river
production has been reduced by Jeanne Ireland in charge, and publisher of the Courier-Journal'
and the army on the spot
be head of Knoxville, navy
to carry out Churchill's order to
How Henry Campbell produced 35,768 acres of 1942. The Agri- Anderson, Carrot, Franklin, Hen- and Louitivirile-Timas; owner and.
S the mouth of Paducah,
cultural Adjustment Administra- ry, Jefferson, Nelson, Oldham, operator of Radio Station WHAS;
death. It also left Air
pasture on his Owsley county
Kentucky lake will be fight to the
tion's allotment for next year is Scott and Shelby represented; a man who has served well
Chief Marshal Sir Marshal M.
long.
County Agent 373,760 acres,
related
by
is
farm
compared to 409,- South Central district meeting at the interests of • philanthropic;
a job. A re(By Mrs. L. A. Ladd)
Dam will provide Longmore without
After tobacco had 528 acres for this year.
communique disBowling Green, Mrs. Miriam J. educational and other agencies
Billy Morse, son of Mr. and Guy F. Boyd.
flood control, especially cent British
The Bank of Whitesburg is Kelley in charge, and Barren, for the public welfare."
was out, Mrs. Bill Morse, is recovering been harvested, an acre of rich
of the Ohio and Mis- closed that Longmore
The University president then
bottom land was treated with sponsoring corn growing among Christian, Grayson, Hart, Logan,
A. W. from measles.
' River Valleys. Its re- and Acting Air Marshal
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hunsaker, seven tons of limestone, 600 27 Letcher county 4-H Club boys. Simpson, Todd and Warren rep- identified Mr. Bingham as "one
by far the largest in the Tedder was in his place.
2. The British got the EUs- Chicago, have returned to their pounds of triple superphosphate Twelve are growing yellow hy- resented. Pennyroyal district at of the foremost .citizens of the
2 million
/
will contain 41
even though they lost the home after a week's visit to rela- and a heavy coat of manure. brid, seven yellow dent, four Hopkinsville, Miss Dorothy Gen- commonwealth, as a friend of its
marck,
controlled storage ceThen it was heavily seeded with pride of saline, and four Neal's try of the Farm Bureau Office in youth, sad a sympathizer with
Hood, because the naval and air tives in this community.
todaugh- rye grass, crimson clover and Paymaster or Johnson county charge, and Caldwell, Daviess, youthful Weals; as one interested
fought
Ladd,
together,
Mildred
stuck
and
arms
June
expedited construction
Ladd, vetch. It was almost covered white.
Henderson, Hopkin a, McLean, in the agriculture of the State
for Kentucky will mean gether, and backed each other up ters of Mr. and Mrs. Tilford
Monroe county farmers sold Muhlenberg, Ohio, Trigg, Union and the many social and economic
i with seed, according to Boyd,
it the water power re- every step of the way. The army, and Glenn Gordon, have returned
reach to their home in Chicago after who adds that the season was about 20,000 broilers for 21 to 25 and Webster counties represent- movements in the present day
from all of TVA'S storage of course, was not within
air pa- spending the week-end at the good and the mixture grew ex- cents a pound. According to ed; and Purchase district, Mrs. south," and stated that "The UniNorris, Hiwassee and of that scrap. It was an
ceptionally well.
County Agent Justus Ellis, they Loretta Wyatt in charge, and Bal- versity of Kentucky has pleasure
Bis- Ladd home.
will be utilized by the trol that first noticed the
In early spring, 22 sheep were returned a profit of almost $4,000 lard, Calloway, Fulton, Graves, in honoring Mr. Bingham on thie'
Norway,
Mesdames George Hardrick,
plant in Kentucky marck had left Bergen,
Hickman and McCracken repre- occasion by presenting to him the
It was the Hood that intercepted George Markoff, Tom Phelps and turned on the acre. "One could after all expenses were paid.
see them, the rye grass,
A garden contest sponsored by sented.
medallion of the Algernon Sydher and took a fatal shell in a Virgil Phelps visited Mrs. Tillie hardly
clover and vetch were so high," banks will award,$20 to the ownPresent were members of coun- ney Sullivan awasd for outstandwas a Pickering Friday afternoon.
Tennessee Valley Author. magazine for her pains. It
Mrs. Vernon Taylor has return- says Campbell, "and they made er of the best garden in Henry ty organizations and agencies ing services to his native State."
'dpi some 20.000 men and British battleship and cruiser that
little or no headway eating the county. A second prize of $10 whose work affects human nutriThe, Algernon Sydney Sullivan
got in the next hits, and lost the eci home after visiting in Bowling
mixture down."
awe. is given by the University
and several other cash awards tion.
Bismarck again. An airman pick- Green.
of Kentucky to that citizen, who,
When the sheep had been on will be made. "The gardens themMr. and Mrs. Garland Ladd ened her up again, other phineS
the acre a week, Campbell turn- selves will be the best prizes,"
Shakespeare wrote exclusively because of the high quality of his
gave her torpedoes and the navy tertajned with a 6 o'clock dinner
ed in 12 steers. When they failed says Bina Baird, county home for the Blackfriars and Globe life can be judged an appropriate
finished her off. That was team- Thursday night, honoring Mr. and
to do much "damage" to the pas- demonstration agent.
recipient of the distinction.
Theaters in London. '
work. Neither the air nor the Mrs. Ernest Hunsaker, Chicago.
ture mixture, he called County
Mr.
were
present
those
claim
the
Among
can
alone
naval arm
Boyd. The growth was still
and Mrs. Frank French and chil- Agent
credit
• • •
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Eval French 16 inches high.
"I reckon I will just give up
American air and naval experts and children, Mr. and Mrs. ErAn- trying to eat it down," Campbell
do not profess to know why the nest Hunsaker and daughter,
explained to the county agent
Ladd.
R.A.F. pulled out of Crete, and geline, and Mrs. Tilford
the stock so thick they
Miss Evelyn Ladd entertained "I have
tried to fight from Alexandria,
and Mil- just can't lie down, and they still
400 miles away, when they knew her nieces. Misses June
Gordon, can't graze it back."
the Germans had only 100 miles dred Ladd, and Glenn
roast and
or less to fly. They may have Chicago, with a weiner
The near bank of the Ohio
Pennyrile
thought they were conserving moonlight swim at
river bounds Ohio, Indiana and
planes and manpower that way, Park Friday evening.
Hence no part of the
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dunning Illinois.
assumed the Germans had the ulriver lies in the three states.
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RETONGA PROVES ITS
MERIT TO MRS. BANTON
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MRS. DUKE BANTON
The unending praise of grateful
put
men and women who have
Retonga to the test in their own
stubborn cases, tells the true story
medicine.
of this widely known
Elated at the splendid relief Retonga gave her, Mrs. Duke Banton, well known home-owner and
church worker, residing at 812 E.
19th St. Hopkinsville, Ky., recently declared:
"My ease was so distressing and
I had tried so many medicines
without success, I couldn't look
forward to anything but days and

nights of suffering. I was afraid
to eat, foe I became so upset with
acid indigestion and bloating I
sometimes felt like I could not
breathe. Constipation clogged me
with toxic wastes that even harsh
purgatives did not seem to remove and I felt sluggish, achy
and nervous. I could get little
sound sleep and mornings I felt
as worn-out as when I went to
bed. I lost weight and had so little strength I was almost frantic
about myself.
"Retonga promptly relieved my
distress in many pleasant ways.
My appetite is good, I eat anything I want, and I have regained
eleven pounds. I do not need
harsh purgatives any more. I feel
so strong I do all my housework,
and after a happy, busy day, I
got sound, restful sleep. Retonga
didn't disappoint me and I feel
I owe this grand medicine a debt
of everlasting gratitude."
Retonga is a purely herbal
stomachic medicine, combined
with Vitamin B-I, for digestion,
nerves and strength. Thousands
praise it. Retonga may be obtained at Dawson Drug Store.—
Adv.
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TS a great day when you step out of the
dream and step into your new home! It was
fun dreaming your new house—more fun planning it, but when you take possession, that tops
anything you ever imagined! And possession
opens the door to new adventures.
You'll make changes here and there as
time goes on, buy new gadgets for kitchen or
bathroom. You'll putter in the basement or
yard. You won't be satisfied to leave things
as they are--not for long. That's why we
are building better homes today in our town—better homes for less money. Ws
fun, too, improving and modernizing an older place. Because we Americans are
not satisfied to leave things as they are. We don't like to drift along. We're
accustomed to exerting personal effort—individual initiative to get things done
the way we want them done.
work
That restless individual spirit is the spirit of America. It is freedom to
spirit of
and build and live as we choose. It is active freedom. That is the
American Industry, the spirit of free enterprise.
We all have h. It's in our blood. That's why it's fun to buy a house.
Invest now—in your own home—in your own community.
Courtesy
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took over the strike-closed North A
United States soldiers with fixed bayonets
Calif., under orders from President Roosev
tion Corp.'s warplane plant at Inglewood,
entrances to the plant.
(AP
soldiers are clearing away pickets and others from
Mr.
and
Mrs. M
combine.
W. L. Creasey made his usual spent Saturday night
with Mr. and Mrs. E
trip to Princeton Saturday.
Medley and Mable
Lindel
Mr.
Nichols,
Carrie
Mrs.
in Detroit.
Mrs. Hickman Thompson has
NichUrey
and Mrs.
returned home from a visit to De- Nichols, Mr.
ols visited Mr. and Mrs. E. L. It Had To Happen
troit.
afternoon.
Milton (Buck) Horning has Barnes Sunday
Mr. Jim Horning spent ThursCopan, Okla. (A:)
been on visit from Detroit, also
with her
Hickman Thompson and Mrs. J. day night in Princeton
man was fined $10
WilliamRobert
daughter, Mrs.
W. Horning.
riding a horse while
Mr. Everett Creasey has a new son.

Hall News

during
North American Aviation Corp. workers Monday morning at Inglewood, Calif.,
Tear gas bombs were hurled at striking
but soon returned and
retreated,
pickets
The
jobs.
their
to
return
to
workers
-striking
an effort to open picket lines and permit non
army troops arrived and took over the plant. The strike had halted work on about 200
reformed their lines. Disorders lessened when
(Associated Press Telemat)
million dollars worth of warplane orders.
Victor
son-in-law,
her
illness of
Wigginton. At last report, he was
slightly improved.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Loyd and
children, Elizabethtown, Ky.,
two
son,
Mrs. T. R. Akridge and
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Defoe, of
have recently visited his mother,
her parents, Mr.
Princeton, were the overnight Charles, visited
Mrs. Grace Loyd of this place.
Dean, of Deanguests of Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. Boaz and Mrs. Marion
They returned to their home Sunweek.
last
days
some
Ky.,
wood,
last Wednesday.
day afternoon.
Ed Baker (colored) passed
Mrs. Frank DeBoe visited her
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd Guess atmother,
his
of
home
the
at
away
tended the Strawberry Festival in
daughter, Mrs. Hugh Yates, of
night.
Friday
last
Baker,
Betty
Paducah Saturday.
Crider, last Wednesday.
Mrs. Charles Allen McElroy is
Miss Ruth Defoe visited Miss
Wickliffe Crider, of New \lark,
Mrs.
here,
mother
her
Jane Crider some days last week. visiting
was the overnight guest of his
joined
be
will
She
Miss Helen Watkins left for her Florence Parr.
aunt, Mrs. W. M. Young and famMr. McElhome in Gulfport. Miss., after in the near future by
ily Saturday night.
camp
agriculture
an
completing her year of teaching roy who is in
Wilford Baker is suffering from
McElroy
Mrs!
at present. Mr. and
here.
a foot injury, and was unable to
Hodgenin
Mrs. William Young was shop- will make their home
play ball Sunday afternoon.
ville, Ky., where he is employed
ping in Evansville Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Duke Fowler and
Mrs. Carrie Ordway, Mrs. Eble as agricultural teacher there.
daughter, Gwen, of Marion, visMr. and Mrs. Samuel Koon, of
Kirby and Sis Ordway visited
ited J. E. Crider and Mr. and Mrs.
White Mills, Ky., are visiting his
in Salem Sunday afternoon.
Cooper Crider Sunday afternoon.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Koon.
Keith Perkins, "Dub" Defew
Mr. Koon is an instructor in the
and Seldon McElroy were in Louschools of White Mills.
isville some days last week.
Mrs. Annie Crider and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. George Milroy
Jane Crider, of Bowling Green,
and Mrs. John Hughes, of Gary,
have been the recent guests of
Ind., are visiting Mrs. Mattie Rice
Mr. J. E. Crider and Mr. and Mrs.
and family and other relatives
Cooper Crider.
here.
Mrs. Russell Milton and son,
Miss Lillie Wilson of this place
Charles, are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
exThey
in
Detroit.
Traylor
Gus
Capital Stock Co. Insurance
Beck at the present.
pect to return home next week.
is safe and reliable.
Mrs. Willis Butts and daughter
Mr. Washie Sherrill visited in
•
are visiting her mother in IndianDetroit last week.
apolis, Ind.
Over Penney's
Mrs. Florence Parr has returnMiss Pat Perkins, Liberty, Ky.,
where
Detroit
to
visit
a
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visiting Mr. and Mrs. Dave
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serious
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to
she was called, due
Perkins of this place.
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Storm

1. Reach the largest number of your potential customers.
2. Tell your story to the whole family.
3. Concentrate your efforts on markets offering the beat opportunities.
4. 'rime your advertising to meet changing csanditiona.

Kentucky's 4-H Club boys and
girls are in the front lines of producing food for defense, according to J. W. Whitehouse, State.
club leader. Reports are not complete for this season, but last
year 3,854 club members were
enrolled in the poultry :project,

5. Get quick results when you want them.

and 3,510 in the swine project.
More than 4,00 hogs were sold by
club members last year.
Mr. Whitehouse points out that
by feeding to heavier weights
this year, in response to the government's call for more food,
swine club members will produce
an additional 100,000 pounds of
pork.
Likewise, poultry club members, by raising 10 more chicks
each, will produce nearly 40,000
more chickens, even if enrollment
is no larger than it was last year.

9. Illustrate your product and its uses; and

Not Quite Letter
Of The Law
Jefferson City, Mo. (P)—Upon
enactment of a law protecting
homing pigeons from marksmen,
three dozen of the birds were released here bearing news the
governor had signed the bill.
Back came this telegram a short
time later from Cleveland:
"Two pigeons landed here.
Please send the potatoes for I
stew."
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HAS IT ever struck you that
there meet be a mighty good
reason why so many people are
changing from other makes to
the Gas Refrigerator? There
is! And it's that Servel alone
ofera users the operating advantages of a freezing system
with NO MOVING PARTS.
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t, Agt.
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4-H'ers Produce
Food For Defense
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6. Build good-will as well as sales.
7. Tie your message to the news.
8.

Give your ads a local touch—a home town flavor.

10. Do all this at a lower cost than any other medium, considering return:,
from money expended.
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Bride Of New Yorker

garden of the, Childress, Louisville; Mrs. Jack
Powers, Owensboro; Mrs. M. M.
°lender, Toledo, Ohio; Mrs. D. B.
Burleigh, Birmingham, Mich.;
Mrs. Glen Spahn, Ridgewood, N.
J.; Miss Suzanne Olander, Gordon
Cayce, William Glover, Hopkinsvile; and Mrs. Virginia Bryant,

tate lawn, Miss
ughter of Mr.
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Churches
At

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
W. Leroy Baker, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45; Epworth
League meetings, 8:30; prayer
service Wednesday, 7:30.
"The Heart of the Church" is
the subject for Sunday morning.
Evening service at 7:30.
Our prayer service is in the
basement where it is cooL Come
and worship with us.

Lexington.

Following the ceremony and an
Informal reception on the lawn,
the bride and bridegroom left for
New York and an eastern honeymoon.
Mrs. Childress is the youngest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Smith
and is a popular Princeton girl.
She came here about 8 years ago
from Rockford, Ill., and has been
an active member of various organizations. She is a graduate of
Rockford College, Rockford, Ill.
Dr. Childress is physician-inwas performed charge of the Tuberculosis Divigarden before an sion of Grasslands Hospital, Vath lilt's and roses. haila, N. Y. He was graduated
from the flower from the University of Cincinnati
of the home to, with bachelor of science and docthe ceremony was tor of medicine degrees. He is a
her's arm. More member of Pi Kappa Alpha and
guests attended. Nu Sigma Nu fraternities. He has
•uquet was caught served as instructor of medicine
Jane Koltinsky, at the College of Physicians and
. and Mrs. Sam Surgeons, Columbia University,
student at Ward- and is consulting physician for
several private hospitals in Weste, Nashville.
eats from out-of- chester County, New York.
The bride and bridegroom will
Mrs. Aubrey Pat; Mrs. Aubrey be at home in Vahalla.

-Wells
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Personals
Mn. Fred Beeler and son, Dr.
J. M. Beeler, have returned to Atlanta after a brief visit with Mn.
Beeler's sister, Mrs. J. R. Catlett.
• • •
Miss Nancy Catlett, who ia
spending the summer with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. 0. Catlett here, was among 66 students
chosen for the dean's honor roll
at Judson College, Marion, Ala.,
last semester. Miss Catlett is a
sophomore.
• • •

The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Goforth,
Louisville, on the birth of a baby
daughter, June 7. She has been
named Charline Elizabeth. Mother and daughter are doing fine_

Mr. and Mrs. 0. R. Martin on
the birth of a baby eon, Sunday,
Junel. He has meen named CharMr. and Mrs. Godwin Thomson les Owen.
and little daughter, Barbara Jean,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. H. Ortt on the
have been visiting his parents,
Monday,
Rev. and Mrs. McKee Thomson, birthof a baby daughter
and other relatives here and at June 10. She has been named
Kuttawa. Mr. Thomson has been Helen Faye.
band director at Jenkins, Ky. high
school the last year and has been
reelected for the coming school
year.
• • •
Merry Maids Club held a call
Miss Gwendil Ordway, Fredonia, was a visitor in Princeton meeting for purpose of formulating plans for the "Hobby Fair" to
Monday.
be held in the Garrett building on
• • •
June, at the
Mr. and Mrs. Rurnsey Taylor Main street late in
Mabel Johnand children, Rumsey, Jr., and home of President
the venture are
Nancy, spent several days in Lou- son. Proceeds of
to go to the local "Bundles For
isville this week.
Britain" organization. Most of the
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sparks left members attended.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
J. G. Cothran, Minister
Sunday School at 9:45; morning
worship at 11, sermon theme: The
Need and the Desire for a Spiritual Revival; Baptist Training Union at 6:15; evening worship at
7:30, sermon theme: A Good Conscience Void of Offense.
Every person enrolled in our
Sunday School is urged to be
present Sunday. We are expecting a larger number in the Training Department at 6:15. Let's
make the morning and evening
worship services a part of our
plans for next Lord's Day. Bring
your family and your Sunday visitors to church with you. Help
Tuesday for Chicago where they
make spiritual things vital in the
Dan Stephens atteded the Cotilwill spend several days.
life of our community.
lion Club dance held in HopkinsMitchell and ville Tuesday night.
Hollis
Boaz,
Rufus
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Bible School each Lord's Day,
9:45; church worship service, at
10:55; Christian Endeavor Societies meeting, 6:30; evening worship Sunday evening, 7:30; midweek service, 7:30 p.m.
Choir rehearsal following the
prayer service. Sermon subjects:
"Spiritual Defense" — morning;
(Photo by Jane Pepper) "Stand Upon Thy Feet"—evening.
A warm welcome to all visitors.

Merry Maids Club
Holds Call Meeting

THE COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN!

Wright - Carpenter

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wright announce the marriage of their
daughter, Helen, to Rhea C. Carpenter, of Russellville, Thursday Mrs. William Godfrey Childress
evening, May 22, at 6 o'clock at
the Baptist Pasonage, London, Frank Beavers, "Doc" Morse, Jim
Eldridge, Charles Brockmyer,
Ky.
• Maurice Wells
A few intimate friends wit- Malcolm Blackburn, James Deorning, June 20th
nessed the impressive ring cere- few, John Perkins, Paul Moore.
Miss Gene Cash gave a piano
er ten o'clock
inony performe dby the Rev. T.
and Jimmie Ray.
recital Tuesday night before a
The "bundles for Britain" sewban Church
P. Mahon.
ville, Kentucky
large crowd at George Coon Li- ing room will continue to be open,
Mrs. Carpenter is a graduate of
supporters of
brary. Miss Cash, a talented mu- all this week and
Murray State Teachers College
the organization are urged to
and for a number of years taught
sician, is a student at a southern
come to the room and sew or
Approximately 75 members of
in Caldwell and Hopkins county
girls' college this year and plans come and get some garment to
rs. C. F. Cherry, schols. The last 2 years she has the Princeton Golf and Country to enrol at a St. Louis university
work on at home. Mrs. Owen InSt., have announced been a social worker for a federal Club and their guests enjoyed a
gram is in charge of the sewing
this summer.
of their daughter, works agency.
of
lights
picnic beneath the flood
project which is turning out hos•
_••
Mr. Carpenter studied at Bethel
nest Storm, son of
the club's tennis courts Monday
pital arments for Britain.
atodd
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been
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West
The
Russellville;
College,
Storm.
A.
• W.
night. The picnic was the first ending school at Murray State
Bowling
College,
Teachers
taf
State
Sunday
k place
of a series of entertainments
iss Dixie Smith has returned
o'clock at the Mad- Green, and was graduated from planned for the summer, the next College, has returned to his home
from a visit in Paducah.
here.
and
Refrigeration
Electrical
the
Church,
Baptist
being a dance early in July, Saul
Carl B. Curtis pro- Air Conditioning Institute of Chi- PogrotskY, house chairman, said
Louthe
by
e single ring cere- cago. He is employed
DELIGHTFULLY
Tuesday.
isville and Nashville Railroad Co.
AND
COOL
Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter are at
Mrs. Homer Purdy,
COMFORTAB L E
rings, acted as best home at 204 First Street, Russelltron of honor. The ville.
navy blue with white
tile Mrs. Purdy, sisFriday, June 13, 2 p.m., Eddyide, wore light blue
ville Road, Mrs. Gene Hayes,
ccessories. Both wore
The young people of Fredonia hostess.
•rsages of red rose- entertained with a picnic at KutTuesday, June 17, 2 p.m., Otter
tawa Springs last Friday evening, Pond, Mrs. H. C. McConnell,
is a graduate of honoring "Doc" Morse, who left hostess.
Wednesday, June 18, 2 p.m.,
School and has been June 9, for a year of training.
the office of the Lin- After a delightful picnic lunch, Crider, Mrs. W. W. Glenn, hostess.
Thursday. June 19, 2 p.m.,
several years.
the honoree was presented with a
is a well-known token of remmebrance from each Friendship, Mrs. Harold Smith,
ldtvell county, corn- of those attending, who were: hostess.
4••
years ago from Her- Misses Cotha Hollowell, Mary
Dr. and Mrs. Frank T. Linton
Jane Brown, Mary Wilson, Hassel
Nashville.
Gunther, Monola Baker, Juanita spent Friday in •
• •
Butts, Frances Young, Sis OrdThe master
ene Rice visited here last
way, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. QuerterAdventure of the
week. She formerly lived here
Malcolm
Mrs.
and
Mr.
mous,
George Holland,
recently moved to Greenmonitor Adventurer!
re announcing the Boone, and Messrs. Ed Piercy, but has
ville with her parents.
Baker,
Wilford
Baker,
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3 STOOGES COMEDY
their daughter, MyrMOV1ETONE NEWS
Malcolm Cummins,
ednesday. June 4, at
Tenn., with Mr. and
siker, Princeton, as
dants.
iris is a graduate of
of Eddyville" High
very popular memunger set there.
ins Si a graduate of
our thorough and careful
gh School, and atdry cleaning kills every 0
ay State Teachers
vestige of moth life—reaching into all seams and folds
W.S.T.C., Bowling
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of garments. Dry cleaning
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kill moth life.
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ice Station No. 1.
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Miss Gene Cash
Presents Recital

Sewing Room For
Britain Is Still Open

YOU'LL faitc,it LIKE THE DEVIL
at this comedy without a conscience!

Country Club Picnic

Storm

Homemakers'
Schedule

TONIGHT and FRIDAY

Farewell Picnic

smiling Drama!
'NOY
Powell

- Cummins

We Are PRINCETON'S

OFFICIAL MOTH KILLERS

SATURDAY — OPEN 12 NOON
• 2 FEATURES • 22c TIL 5 P.M.•
NOLAN as
LLO

She has a
devil of a time
acting like an
angel...in this
gayest of all
her hits!
•

Robert CUMMINGS
Charles COBURN
Gatos •Spins Byingtos
Disuillsgtod by 550
• .1

thaund

Added: .
MICKEY MOUSE CARTOON
M-G-M MINIATURE
WORLD NEWS EVENTS

TUES. & WED. T H U R. & FRI.
BARGAIN DAYS!

10e & 15e
SELECTED ONE OF
10 BEST PICTURES
OF THE YEAR!

FOR

THE HUNDREDS
WHO CHEERED
"THEY DRIVE
BY NIGHT"!
hrills behind the big top!
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The Priiic-e on Leader. Princeton. Ky.

15 Scholarships At Babe Ruth Al Gehrig Bier
U. K. For Farm Boys

To Dress Or Not To
Dress?--In Summer
It's No Question

Demand For Trained
Men In Agriculture
Is Great
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The best of good paints —
Sherwin-Williams SWP House
Punt. What better proof of this
could there be than the fact that
More Homes are Painted
with SWP Than With Any
Other Brenda House Paint

Ask Us Alan Ow EasyPay Usher Plaal
No down payment.
Three years to pay
Payments include
both paint lind labor. Free cat estimates given.

TAU TOUGH SURFACES
With SWP Undercoa ter No.450
New -type SWP Undercoster No.
450 seals, "blankets" and
uniforms toughest surfaces with •
single coat. Makes possible
perfect two-coat paint jobs,.
For

details, see int
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eied4i. REFRIGERIT

It will always keep your
foods fresh and wholesome
until
used, and freeze more ice
and desserts faster in hot
weather.
It will cost you less to buy
and less to operate year after
year than any other type
of mechanical cooling unit.
Your
dealer will be glad to explai
n why with plenty of
proof.
It will save you more hours
of time and work in the
preparation of meals every month
, year after year.
Its accurate emtomcrtic
cold-and-moisture contro
l — clean,
cool, simple electrical
operation — roominess,
convenience
and beauty—will consta
ntly please you.
It will not need any
plumbing connection for
service. You
simply plug it into the
handiest electric outle
t—whether you
live in city, village or
country.
No wonder about 85
of every 100 women
chonaP electric
refrigercrtionl They know
it is the best there is.
ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATORS Pay
For Themselves
With Savings.
Buy Now and Savo
Money
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Lieut. Comm. Walter R.. Jones
(above), 43, assistant American
naval attache in London and former skipper of the presidential
yacht Potomac, was reported officially in Washington to have
rues tlort..ground) have silenced the deienders and the officer (standing in center)
is
is men to close for a charge through the street in "Training Village," built
especially
maneuvers between opposing units of troops at Camp Blanding, Fla.
"Persons Na.
(sixth building from left) was name 1 for Gen. John C. Persons, commander
of the 31st
originator of "Training Village."
(Associated Press Telemat)

sip
..1%4

The Douglas 8-I9 bomber, largest in the world with a basic unloaded weight of more than 41
tons undergoes preliminary tests on the runway at Clover field near Santa Monica, Calif., prior to
flight. Its four motors are designed to fly it '7,750 miles non-stop at more than 200 miles an hour.

committed suicide. A member of
the embassy in London said that
death came in Londonderry, Ire.
Jones was a native of Grand
Ledge, Mich.
(AP Telemat)
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Loaded down with a sign and a pail of potatoes, Rep. Luther
Patrick (right), Alabama Democrat, picketed peace pickets in front
of the White House in Washington. At left and in background
are

ful scene was enacted in a Chicago police station after
emba (left) had brought about the arrest of her son,
). for the slaying of a night watchman during a robId police she heard the boy threatened to "taks care"
"like I took care of the watchman." Police Lieut. Jas.
Peter and an accomplice confessed killing Watchman
ycki during a robbery Feb. 6.
(AP Telemat)

'
ift
Craig Wood (above), who won the National Open Golf
title at Forth Worth, Tenas, after the title had eluded
ears, hugged the
cup whose possessor is the No. 1 man
the Year.
(Associated Press Telemat)

The 35,000-ton battleship South Dakota slid down the runways at Camden, N. J., in the New
York Shipbuilding Corp. yards after being completed ahead of schedule. A Sioux Falls, S. D., high
school band played at the launching and the $52,794,000 warship was sponsored by Mrs. Harlan J.
Bushfield, wife of South Dakota's governor.
(Associated Press Telemat)

American Peace Mobilization pickets. Rep. Patrick peeled potatoes
and carried a banner reading "Appeasers, Bundists, Reds, etc.,
you
know how to picket but do you know how to work?"(AP Telemat)

Feller Gels Draft Questionnaire

Pointing the army's new flame thrower across a barren field, Sergt. A. Darcy, of the test board
at Fort Henning, Ga., opens valves to release a white-hot flame which can reach as far as 25 yards.
The apparatus is still in, its experimental stage. Including the tanks which are worn on the back,
the gun weighs 68 pounds. Ger.nany and Italy have been using flame - throwing tanks in campaigns against countries conquered in World War No. 2.

(Associated Press Telemat)

Bob Feller (above), ace hurler of the Cleveland
Indians' baseball club, took his pen in hand at Cleveland and
began filling out
his selective service questionnaire which may
result in his being
called to the army in August. Feller said he
wanted to he treated
"just like anybody else."
(Associated Press Telemat)

Flooded Nebraska Town

light Docket Is
Disposed Of In
Circuit Court
June Term Will End
Here Friday; John
Taylor Draws Jail
Term
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Funeral services for J. B. Granstaff, 70, father of W. L. Granstaff, who died at his home in
Sturgis at 11:15 o'clock Sunday,
June 8, were held Monday at the
Sturgis Baptist Church with the
Rev. Mr. Miller officiating. Burial
was in Old Bethel Cemetery, near
Sturgis.
Mr. Granstaff was horn in Wilson county, Tennessee, and came
to Kentucky at the age of 18. He
married Miss Lula B. Lung
daughter of the Rev. James Long,
Marion. She died in 1924, and he
married Leona Perkins, in 1927,
who survives. He was a member
of the Sturgis Baptist Church and
the Odd Fellows Lodge for more
than 30 years.
Besides W. L. Granstaff, he is
survived by four daughters, Mrs.
Henry Stokes, Mt. Vernon, Ind.;
,Mrs. Johnny Carbonell, Chicago;
Ars. Clarence Benton, Henshaw;
Ars. Vodie Holman, Sturgis; two
.ins, Clarence and Raymond; 25
grandchildren, and seven gt eat;randchild ren.

Grand jury for June term of
Circuit Court was dismissed Friday after returning slx indictments, which were all disposed
of, Mrs. Leona Trader, circuit
clerk, said Tuesday, and court
was adjourned until tomorrow.
The June term is expected to end
this week.
Last Thursday Mrs. Minnie
Rowland was fined $50 and costs
after pleading guilty to a charge
of assault and battery. Lester
Egbert was tried for forgery and
acquitted.
Friday's session included sentencing of Samuel Hollowel, colored, to 10 days in jail with a
fine of $50 and cost for carrying
a concealed deadly weapon.
Monday Glenn Gray was found
guilty of malicious shooting with
intent to kill, and sentenced to
2 years at Eddyville penitentiary;
Paul Dooley, colored, was sentenced to a year in jail for false
swearing or the witness stand John W. Taylor, charged with
malicious assault with deadly
weapon with intent to kill, was
sentenced to four months in the
county jail.
The June docket has been unusually light with only a small
number of criminal trials and
equally few civil cases, Mrs.
Trader said. Only two more jury
trials remain on schedule, she
said.

Funeral services were held Friday, June 6, for the infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James McCaslin. The infant was dead at
birth, which occurred Thursday.
Burial was in Cedar Hill CemeAn oddity of famous old Harpending House, setting of many tery.
colorful legendary and truthful narratives and now occupied by the
family of Boyd Satterfield, is the old canopy bed of solid walnut, Motorists' Paradise
pictured above. Ten and a half feet high, the canopy is lined with —No License, No Tax
red and gold velvet and is a holdover from the artistocratic furniture
of old New Orleans, having been sent from there 53 years ago to
Ocracoke, N. C. (JP)—The autoMrs. Dixie Satterfield as a wedding gift by her grandmother, Mrs. mobiles on this lonely island of
James Bowie Wood. The bed passed on to Mrs. Boyd Satterfield
North Carolina's "Outer Banks"
and has been at Harpending House since 1900. It is a part of a solid
walnut suite including chairs, dresser, washstand and wardrobe, said carry no license plates—and no
to be more than 100 years old, and is one of Caldwell county's oldest nosey cop has to know why.
and oddest suites. If Mr. Satterfield, who has not yet decided beAnd the half dozen Ocracoke
tween razing and restoring the old mansion, does tear the house car owners pay no state gasoline
down, a special built high ceilinged room will be constructed to tax, either.
accommodate the old furniture.
You see, there are no highways
on Ocracoke—only trails in the
The local draft board has re- duction station. The contingent
sand. Driving itself is an art,
ceived notice that all six seleetees
consisted of: Ivan Sutton, Rachel
accomplished with half normal
entrained here Monday under the
pressure in tires.
Selective Service Act have been Curtis East, Ronald Wilson HarThe island has no jail or city
accepted for general military ser- per, Raymond Kenneth Moore,
A new circular published by
hall, no police officer and no
vice following final physical ex- Dewey Thomas Heaton and James
the University of Kentucky Col- mayor. Its population of
less than
arnmation at the Louisville in- Dupass.
lege of Agriculture gives infor- 100 lives together in peace, as a
mation on grass silage, how to rule, but when an act is commake it, how to feed it, and the mitted that is not in accordance
advantages and disadvantages in with the unwritten code of Ocraits use. The recommendations coke, residents band together to
made are based, upon investiga- deal with the offender as circumtions of the production and use stances dictate.
of grass silage at the Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment Station Elementary
since 1937, and upon similar investigations made at other staHickory, N. C. (.4')—James D.
Hefner, 86-year-old retired farmBuy a cool frock in sheer, voile, tions.
er, would rather keep his whisktropical clothes . . . A full line to
ers than smoke. Hefner says he
attempted to smoke once, but the
choose from.
odor of the tobacco got in his
New York (/P)—Wasily Yonetz beard and he had to shave off his
went for a walk along the river. whiskers. Since then he hasn't
"Kind of hot today," he said to touched tobacco.
two young fellows, "but the water looks good, doesn't it?"
"Sure does," replied one, grabbing him around the neck while
Topeka, Kas. (in—A pair of
his pal robbed him of $24. "Now Topeka policeman trailed a stolen
you can cool off."
cow to a pasture and concealed
They pushed him into the wa- themselves in brush to wait for
ter.
a thief. Occasionally they had to
give up their lurking to feed and
water the cow. This went on all
day long, up to milking time,
Mexico, Mo. (R)—Marshall Ma- when they quit. The thief never
chin's hard luck didn't end when did show up.
his car plunged off a highway,
wrenched his back and cut and
bruised him. The motorists who
came along and pulled him from
the car laid him on a patch of
poison ivy.
Effective now, all classified ads
5-&-orgares-thore-org-eip must be paid for when ordered,
g+ except in cases of business firms
having regular advertising accounts with The Leader. There
will be no deviation from thin
rule.

Caldwell Selectees
Pass Final.Tests

New Circulator Tells
About Grass Silage

We fleAtufe-too . . . Her
Lady Slips and noncrushable Sanforized
Voile dresses.

PE ioO

FOR SALE — That good thick
buttermilk at 20c per gallon.—
Princeton Cream and Butter Co.
BARGAIN in old newspapers for
quick disposal-3 bundles, liberal
size, 10 cents.—Leader Office.
FOR SALE—All kinds USED
TRACTORS and FARM IMPLEMENTS at prices to save you
money.—The Saiter Morgan Co.,
Vincennes, Ind., Rt. 41
3tp
FOR RENT — Front bedroom,
modern conveniences, close in,—
Mrs. J. P. Wylie, W. Main St. 2tp
FOR RENT—One large bed room,
for lady.—Phone 670. 299 Washington St.
ltp
FOR RENT—Apartment, modern,
private bath, close in.—See M. L.
Orange.
2tup
FOR RENT—Three-room unfurnished apartment with screenedin-porch. One block from town.
204 N. Seminary St.
2tup
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This is an air view of flooded Hubbell, Neb., a town of 225 perhomes
sons where three-fourths of the residents had to leave their
(AP Telemat)
as rising waters threatened their safety.

Gets Decision On
Technical Blackout
Dunn, N. C. (1P)—Restaurateur
L. L. Coates, running for county
commissioner spent elec tion
morning passing out cards soliciting votes and then returned to his
cafe. Awaiting him was a nice
stack of the pasteboards bearing
the words "free meal" on the
back, and all nicely sorted in the
debit section of the cash register.
Clerks said they assumed their
boss had distributed them, reported some of the diners stuck
him for as much as a dollar.

East Rockaway, N. Y.(W)—Don
Voorhees, the orchestra leader,
hurried to a dog show where he
was to be a judge.
The policeman was half-way
through his "where's the fire?"
routine when he noticed a windshield sticker saying "judge."
"Oh," he said, "I didn't recognize you, your honor. Imagine me
stopping you! No hard feelings,
I hope?"
"None at all," said Voorhees,
proceeding to the dog show.
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SUCCESS
IS MEASURED BY

ACCOMPLISHMEN
The Red Front Stores know they have accomplished great things in sup
many customers with good things to eat at prices within their reach. Let
you with your budget. More for your Money all the time.

Cream Cakes
ilk
Sandwiches
11
Pork Brains
2=21c
Cucumber Pickles :,';'njzar 19c
Salad Dressing IS,Vragde:wilar 23c
Tea
4:11c
L
Toilet Soap
Ogc
laundry Bleach 2 :tti*..19c

Potato Salad
Sausage
Corn
Rice Flakes
Tomato Catsup Pineapple Gems
Tomato Juice
Pancake Flour
Peanut Butterl=

Better Meat Values

Fresh Fruits & Ye

Mutton Roast
„,.> 8k
Pork Brains FreshLb. 12k
Pork Ribs
Braunschweiaer

New Cabbage
Green Beaks
New Potatoes 10
Grapefruit N'"'"

Waffle

Lb.

1::
"
fefaertn
(Assorted 4 odors)

Cooked
(Delicious with eggs)

Loving Cup
1a-lb. pkg. 33c

Especially fine for iced tea
Royale
Milled

cakes

rs31:.

Forequarteru.

(Hindquarter lb.

Fresh

Lb.

Frank's

77ioe
'n
'
'
n asize can 1
,..xtra fine for pica]
Daisy Whole Kernel
Country Gentlemen
.
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New York Mag
Sent Festival St
Information and pictur
Tobacco Festival have
to the nationally circulat

zinc Standard Oil "Tours
tours," published by the
Drafting Company, Of N
rs„ were second City, to be published in
respectively Brown gust issue, out in July.
met' of 71,
of last year's festival w
handicp,tsky with 74 trate a story of the cel
3, net 71.
this year.
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(Dozen 450
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FRESH FRUIT ... FRESH VEGETABLES.
.. FRESH 111EATS
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

Princeton's Rotaria
have started somethi
should bring loud chee
numerous employes o
stores if the new sch
successful; for now
petition is to be cir
looking towa:ci longer
ing hours Mondays a
urdays, with banks cl
noon one day each
sentiment is growing
local stores to take
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Joe Still Champi
After Great Fig Ii
Put Up By Conn
World's heavyweight c
Joe Louis was awarded a
cal knockout over Challen
IY Conn last night in t
round of a scheduled 15
bout at the Polo Grou
New York. Conn, weighi
a scant 174 pounds, fo
heavier champion on eve
through the early rounds
floored for the count late
13th round by a barrage
blows. During the eighth
Pittsburgh's Billy, a not
slow starter, brought th
crowd to its feet with cou
infighting that left the ch
groggy and in the 12th, h
tory almost within his gr

